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Across

5. divided East and West Berlin

7. included Great Britain, France, 

Russia, Italy, and the US

8. the line that separated communism 

and the Soviet Union

10. Germany had to accept the 

responsibility of the war, pay debt, give 

up land, and give up their military.

12. a part of a city, especially a slum 

area, occupied by a minority group or 

groups

14. the area ruled by communism of 

central and eastern Europe

15. Germany, Italy, and Japan were in 

this

17. an agreement made by opposing 

sides in a war to stop fighting for a 

certain time; a truce

18. Hatred of Jews

20. when the Berlin Wall came down 

and they had to rejoin together the 

country

22. After the stock market crashed, 

nobody had money.

23. a World War I alliance of Germany 

and Austria-Hungary together with 

Turkey and Bulgaria.

Down

1. A labor camp set up by Hitler for 

Jewish people waiting for execution

2. destruction or slaughter on a mass 

scale.

3. advertisement to support a cause

4. USSR was created by Vladimir Lenin

6. started the Nazi party; dictator of 

Germany

9. included Great Britain, France, 

Soviet Union, and the US

11. a Russian communist, revolutionary 

politician and political theorist

13. everything is equal, the 

government owns everything

16. the political principles of the 

National Socialist German Workers' Party

19. between Russian and the US; 

between democracy and communism

21. a person who belongs to, adopts 

the values of, or imitates the practices 

of an organization devoted to fascism


